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ABSTRACT

In this note we introduce a notion of quasiiower subdiffentiability which is an extension
of that of lower subdifferentiability due to Plastria F. by using the concept of e-subdifferential in
convex analysis. We obtain that at a given point a function is quasiiower subdifferentiable if and
only if the values of this function and its second quasiconvex conjugate coincide. It is proved
that the second quasiconvex conjugate is a best approximation in the class of second Aa-conjugate
defined by Martinez-Legaz and Romano-Rodnguez S. An application of the notion of quasiiower
subdifferentiability for the facial programming problems is given.
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1 Introduction

From the view point of the generalized conjugation theory of J.J.Moreau (Ref.
[6]), J.E. Martinez-Legaz and S. Romano-Rodriguez (Ref.[5]) have presented
a concept of a—lower subdifferentiable (in short, a-l.s.d.) functions, for a €
(0,1], which is an extension of the lower subdifferentiability due to F. Plastria
(Ref.[8]), in such way that the last notion corresponds to the first one in case
a = 1. In pair with a given function they define its ka— conjugate, which
is a quasiconvex and lower semicontinuous function. The main connection
between the notion of a-lower subdifferential and the generalized conjugate
theory is concluded in the condition for noduality gap between the values of
a function and of its second ha—conjugate.

In this paper, by involving the well-known concept of e—subdifferential
(see, e.g., Ref.[3]) in definition of lower subdifferentiability, we introduce a
notion of quasiconvex subdifferenttability (in short, q.l.s.d.). We will see that
the quasiiower subdifferentiability is equivalent to noduality gap between the
values of the considered function and its second quasiconvex conjugate (i.e.
the second ka—conjugate with a = 1) and the set of all a-lower subdiffer-
entiable functions (for some a € (0,1]) is included in the set of quasiiower
subdifferentiable ones. Moreover, the equality between the values of a given
function with its second ha—conjugate for some a € (0,1] implies the same
with its second quasiconvex conjugate. Our definition of quasiiower subd-
ifferentiability is based on the notion of e—lower subdifferential, in case of
whose nonernptyness one can prove that the difference of the values of the
considered function and its second quasiconvex conjugate is less then t.

The notation that we employ is for the most part standard, however let
us provide a partial list for readers convenience. Let X be a locally convex
topological space with topological dual X',f : X —> R := RU {—oo,+oo}
is a given function. The spaces X and X" are paired in duality by the
continuous bi-linear form

For A € R we will consider the A-level set of a function /

M / ) == {* € X\f(x) < A},

£*(/) := {* € X\f{x) < A},
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and
dom/ := {x € X\f(x) < +00}.

Let A > 0,x G X, we donote by Bx(z) the closed ball centered in x With
radius A. In this paper we will make a blanket assumption that / is proper
(i.e. f(x) > —00 Vz € X) and dom/ is nonempty convex set. For a set
J c X w e denote

5* := {w 6 A"|(w,x) > 0,Vx € S}.

2 Quasilower SubdifFerentiable Functions

Definition 2.1 Let f : X —* R and e > 0 be given. We say that f is
e—lower subdifferentiable (in short, e—l.s.d.) at x0 € X if f{xo) < +00 and
there exists u 6 X* such that

f(x) > f(xQ) - (w, x o — x)-e for any x € £ / ( * „ ) _ . ( / ) . (1)

A continuous linear functional w € X' satisfying (1) is called an e— lower
subgradient of f at x0. The set of e-lower subgradient of f at x0 is called
the e—lower subdifferential of f at x0 and is denoted by d~'f(x0).

Remark 2.1.

1. e—lower subdifferential of / at x0 is weak* closed convex set in X'.

2. d-<f(x0) C (£/<„,)-,(/))*.

3. For every a > l,w e d~cf(x0) we have aw € d~'f(x0).

4. 0 € d~*f(xo) <==> d~cf(xo) — X' <£=>• /(xo) < infrgjc /(x) + £.

6. x0 is global minimum point of / on X <=*• Ve > 0 : 0 € d~'f(x0).

7- ne>o<9~V(z0)
 = ®~f(Xt>) wnere the last set is the lower subdifferential

(in short, I.s.d.) in the sense of Plastria F. defined in the following way

j(xci) \= {w G A \j{x) d. J(XQ) ~ i^j^o — x)

for any x € i/{r»)-«(/)}-

Definition 2.2 TTte function f is said to be quasilower subdifferentiable (in
short q.l.s.d.) at r0 if for all e > 0, f is e— I.s.d. at x0. The function f is
said to be q.l.s.d. on X if it is q.l.s.d. at any point in dom/.

Proposition 2.1 Let f : X —* R be q.l.s.d. on X. Then f is lower
semicontinuous (l.s.c.) and quasiconvex on X. If f is lower bounded on X
then the converse also holds.

Proof Let x0 <E X, A € R such that x0 <£ Lx{f)^$. Then for e e (0, f(x0) -
A] there exists w e X* such that

(w, x0 - x) > f(x0) - f(x) - £ > f(x0) - A - s Vx e L / ( lo )_ t(/)

and thus

i*{/) C Hxo := {x € Jf |{w, z0 - x) > /(x0) - A - e}.

Therefore, as x0 ̂  i/i0, i^f/) >s an intersection of closed halfspaces, whence
it is convex and closed.

Now suppose that / is l.s.c, quasiconvex and lower bounded on X by a
value v. Then from strict separation theorem there exist w € X" and 7 > 0
such that

Taking k = r« w e get d-*f(x0). D

The following is easy to prove

Lemma 2.1 Let g : R —* R. //<; is nondecreasing then for any e > 0, x0

satisfying f{x0) > infrejf f(x) + e one has

d-'gixo) C R+ \ {0}.

If g is q.l.s.d. on X then the converse also holds.

Proposition 2.2 Let f : X —* R, g : R —• R be a nondecreasing function
on f(X) and £1 > 0,£2 > 0,E > £1 + £2 then for any x0 £ X one has

d-°(g°f)(x0) D (2)

So the composition of a nondecreasing function with a q.l.s.d. function is
q.l.s.d.



Proof From the Remark 2.1 the inclusion (2) is obvious at x0 satisfying
i9°f){xo) < infieJf(5°/)(a:)+£- Now let the last inequality fail, d~eig(f(x0))
be nonempty and

w, = min{u> <E R|w € d~eig{f(x0))}

. Then, from Lemma 2.1, U\ > 0. Obviously,

i (3° / ) (*° ) -< (2 o f ) c { x £ X \ f ( x ) <= L g ( H l o ) ) ^

so for all x € £{9O/)(l0)_r{5 o / ) one has

and thus,

The last inequality implies

(3)

(4)

(5)

Combining (3) and (5) it follows that for all w2 £ 3~u»/(xo), and for all
x e L(ga!)(X!s)-e{g o / ) the following inequalities hold

- /(x)) - e2 > g(f(x0)) - (6)

which mean

d~'{g o /)(x0).

From Remark 2.1, that implies d~cig{f(xo)) = {Aw^A > 1}, the conclusion
(2) follows. •

Proposition 2.3 Let f : X —> R, Y be a locally convex topologicat space
and let T : Y —t X be a continuous linear operator. Then, for every
t/o € T~1(x),£ > 0 the following inclusion holds

d-'(f T'(d-<f(T(y0))), (7)

where T* denotes the dual operator ofT. And thus, the composition of an
q.l.s.d. function with a continuous linear operator is also q.l.s.d.

Proof Let e > 0,u> £ d-'f(T(y0)) and let y G £(/or)(w)-«(/ ° T). From the
definition of d~cf(T(yo)) and T", we can observe the following

(/ o T)(y) = f(T(y)) > f(T(y0)) - (w, T(y0) - T{y)) - e =

which means that T*(u) € d~'(f oT)(y0). The proposition is thus proved, p

To conclude this section we establish some relationships of the notion of
e—lower subdifferential and quasilower subdiiferential with the other gener-
alized subdifferentials which play some role in the qttasiconvex analysis. First
of all let us recall their definitions

1. The quasisubdifferential due to Greenberg and Pierskalla (Ref. [2],
p.411), defined by

0 7 ( * o ) := V € X'\(w, x-xo)>0 =s> f(x) > f(xo)}.

2. The tangential due to Crouzeix (Ref.[l]) defined by

Tj(x0) := {w € X'\ sup{(w,ar - io) | /(*) < A} < 0 VA < f(x0)}.
X

{
TEX

3. The a—lower subdifferential (in short: a~l.s.d.) due to Martinez-Legaz
and Romano-Rodriguez (Ref.[5]) denned by

£/(*o) := {« € X'\f(x) > /(xo) - ((w,*0 - *>r Vx €

where for X < 0 A" := -oo.

The following inclusions are well-known

d;f(*o) c ry(x0) c

Before going further let us note the following trivial implication which will
be useful in some circumstances

Aa. (8)
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Proposition 2.4 For every £ > 0 the following inclusion holds

d"f(xo) D el-±d;f(x0).

So if for some a € (0, l],zo S X a function f is a -lower subdifferentiable
then it is q.l.s.d.

Proof Let w € d;f(x0) =s> Ve > 0 and Vz € L}{xo)_t{f) we have that

-e > / (* ) - / ( so ) > - « w , * o - z > r .

From (8) and the last inequality we can see that

e'-i^xo - x)) > ((«,xo - x»" > /(x0) - /(x) V* € i /M- . ( / )

and we can observe that e1""^ € 9~£/(xo). g

Proposition 2,5 // / is /ou>er bounded on X and Tf(x0) ^ 0 (Aen ii is
q.l.s.d. at XQ. Moreover, if f is l.s.c. and lower bounded on X,domf is a
compact set, d*f(xo) ^ 0 then it is q.l.s.d. at xc.

Proof Let v be a lower bound of / on X. For w € TJ{XQ) we observe that

sw,c := inf{(u>, x0 - x)\f{x) < f(x0) - e] > 0.

It is obvious that for all x € L/(l0)_£(/) one has

That implies d-£f(x0) 4 0.
As if / is l.s.c. and dom/ is compact set then T/(xo) = 9>f(xo), the

second assertion of the proposition follows from the first one. g

3 Quasilower SubdifFerentiability and Dual-
ity Gap

For / : X —t R we call the following function the second quasiconvex con-
jugate of /

/"(*):= sup inf(max{{w,x-y),0}

In Ref.[5], by use of the tools of generalized conjugation theory of Moreau
(Ref.[6]), it was shown that the last function is an expression of the second
conjugate of / with respect to the following coupling function c : X x [X* x
R) —»R denned by

c(x,(w, k)) :=mm{(u,x),k],

where the (first) conjugate of / is the function fc : (X' x R) —* R defined
by

/"(«,*) := Sup{min{{W(x},0} - f(x)}
x€X

and the conjugate of g : (X* x R) —* R is denned by

gc{x):= s u p { i { { ) 0 } (k)}

It is clear that f(x) > fcc(x) Vx € X. The following result will give a better
insight into the notion of q.l.s.d.

Theorem 3.1 Let f : X —>R. Then

1.

f(xo)<fcc(xc)+e

2.

if and only if f is e—l.s.d.

f(x0) =

if and only if f is q.l.s.d. at XQ.

(9)

(10)

Proof The inequality 9 is equivalent to existence of w € X" satisfying

f(xo)<f{x) + max{(w,xo-x),0}+e Vx € X.

It is easy to see that the last condition is equivalent to the inclusion w €
d-<f(xo).

The second assertion is straightforward from the first one. Theorem is
thus proved. Q



From Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 3.1 we can see that the equality (10)
follows if the a—lower sttbdifferential is nonempty. In Ref. [5] the last con-
dition is shown to be sufficient for that the following equality holds

where fhaha is the second ha— conjugate to / defined by

/*-*» := sup inf max{((W) x0 - x»<" + / (*) , /(*)}
X x^xp

w€X •

(11)

(12)

which coincides with the second quasiconvex conjugate fcc(.) when a = 1.
Here we can observe the equality (10) from the equality (11) for some a 6
(0,1].

Proposition 3.1 Equality (11) implies that f is q.l.s.d. at XQ-

Proof From (11) and (12) it follows that for every e > 0 there exists we £ X*
satisfying

f(x0) < max{«wE, x0 - x))°, 0}

Thus, for every x € i/(io)-*(/) one has

Combining the last with (8) we can get that ( f ) 1 " ^ € d~'f(x0). The propo-
sition is thus proved. •

Corollary 3.1 If for some a € (0,1], f(x0) = fh'ha(x0) then f(x0) =

Proof It is straightforward from Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.1.

Now let us consider the following optimality problem

inf (13)

where ip(y,x) : Y x X —• R, Y is an given arbitrary set, X is a locally
convex topological space with dual X*. We call (13) the primal problem
with respect to its perturbed by parameter x 6 X

mt<p(y,x). (14)

In Refs.[7] and [5j the quasiconvex dual problem for (13) is defined in the
following way

sup inf
x€X€

(15)

In Ref.[5], it was shown that d(Q) = j>"(0) where p(x) and d(0) are the
optimal values of the perturbed problem (14) and the dual problem (15),
respectively.

By applying Theorem 3.1 we can get the following

Theorem 3.2 1. (Weak duality,! p(0) > d(Q).

2. (e- Duality gapj p(0) < d{Q) + e if and only if>(.) is e-l.s.d.

3. (Strong duality^ p(0) = d(0) if and only if p(.) is q.l.s.d.

Remark In Ref, [5] corresponding to the not-on of a—lower subdifferentiabil-
ity it was defined the a— dual problem

s u p (16)

and, it was shown that the its optimal value is fh"ha(0). From Corollary 3.1
we can observe that if there is noduality gap between the primal problem
and its a— dual for some a € (0,1] then there is no duality gap between it
and its quasiconvex dual problem.

Now let /(.) : Y —• R,s(.) : Y — » I a n d the order relation in X be
defined by means of a closed convex cone K. It is easy to see that for the
following primal optimality problem

f(y) (17)

10
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the quasiconvex dual problem will be defined by

sup inf {f{y) + max{(<*>,g{x)),0}}. (.18)

The condition for noduality gap derived by Theorem 3.1 between problem
(17) and its dual (18) has an interesting application to the facial program
(see, e.g., Ref.[4]), which will be discribed in the next section.

4 Lagrange Duality for the Facial Problem
Let us consider the problem (17) with only one inequality constraint (i.e.
X = R) satisfying the following additional condition

g{y)>o (19)

This problem will be called the facial program. C.Larsen and J.Tind (Ref.[4])
give an obviation on the class of programming problems with (or which can
be derived in) the facial structure and show how to close the duality gap for
this selected class, when the set of parameter Y and the functions / , g are
supposed to be compact and continuous, respectively.

From the condition (19) we can observe that the quasiconvex dual problem
(18) for the facial program coincides with the usual Lagrange dual problem
defined by

sup inf{/(y) + Mg{y)} (20)
Af >0 V£^

Let z and I be respectively the optimal values of the facial problem (17) and
its Lagrange dual problem (20). From Theorem 3.1 we can see that z — I if
and only if the optimal value function p(x) of the perturbed problem

p(x) : inf f(x).
e r ( ) + < o

(21)

is q.l.s.d.
Thus we get the following

Theorem 4.1 Assume that z is finite. The the following conditions are
equivalent

1. z = l

U

2. For every e > 0 there exists Mc G R+ such that the following inequality
holds for any y € F

> * ~ f(v) ~ (22)

Proof Necessity Ab absurdo, assume that there exists e > 0 such that for
all M > 0,3y\f 6 V U Lz-t(f) satisfying the following inequality

Mg(yM) <z- f{yM) - e.

Obviously g{ytt) > 0, thus by taking xM = g{yM) we get that

p(xM) < /(.VM) < Z - Mg(yM) -e< p ( 0 ) - MxM - e,

which is equivalent to that M £ d~ep(0). So we observe that p(.) is not
q.l.s.d. at 0, and thus, we get a contradiction.

Sufficiency We will prove that the function p(.) defined in (21) is q.l.s.d.
at 0. Let £ > 0 be given and x € R such that p{x) < z — e. From condition
(21) we can see that x £ R_ and

-Mex > Mcg{y)

for all y in the feasible set of the perturbed problem (21). Combining with
(22), the last inequality becomes

-M€x>z-f{y)-e Vx€R_,V!/€ Y such that g[y) + x <0 , / (y ) <z-e.

Thus for all a; such that p(x) < z — e we have

- M e > x - inf f(x)-c= p(0) - p(*) - c
v€K,j(v)+i:<0

which is equivalent to the inclusion

Mt € d-ep(0).

The theorem is thus proved. •

We can see that if Y is compact, g is continuous, and / is bounded from
below then the condition (22) of the above described theorem must be verified
for only y in some neighbourhood of the feasible set of the primal problem.
Moreover, in case of continuity of the objective function / we can get a result
similar to that one of C.Larsen and J.Tind (see Ref.[4],

12



Corollary 4.1 Assume, in addition to the facial condition (19), thai Y is
compact, f,g are continuous. Then z = I if and only if there exists k > 0 such
that for every e > 0,3Me > 0 condition (22) holds for all y € BX(Q) + {y €
Y\{) M )
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